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Photo: Brendan HesseAdobe launched the new Photoshop Camera app today, and while it's certainly not a replacement for Photoshop or Lightroom, you can get close photos of yourself looking Photoshopped without needing to know what transparency masks are or what it means to escape and burn. The app is now available for Android and iOS devices,
but you will need a newer and/or more powerful device to run it. For example, my Pixel 3a XL is not compatible, but my iPad Pro-some slight input delay. Although compatibility limitations aside, photoshop camera found easy to use and effects you can create need to make any Instagrammer heart fly. Screenshot: The interface of Brendan HesseThe is similar
to many other camera applications; icons to adjust settings such as a shutter button, aspect ratio, or flash, and there's a shortcut to switch between front- or rear-facing cameras of your device. G/O Media can take commissions The three-star icon to the left of the Connector button opens a slider menu at the bottom of the screen that allows you to quickly
select lenses (Photoshop Camera's word for filters) so you can see what it looks like when sorting your shots. Each time you use the filter for the first time, it takes only a few minutes, and you can tap the sphere icon at the top left to manage the saved lenses or browse for new one. There are quite a few lenses to choose from, and most of them are
surprisingly good (if a little cheesy, in some cases). Existing lenses vary from standard tone/saturation/contrast adjustments and blur effects to full-screen overlays with animated elements that outsm leave everything Instagram or Snapchat has to offer. Devices that don't normally have these features even have a portrait filter that adds a depth-of-field effect
to photos taken. Some, such as the Vibrancy lens, can crop a subject from the background without any extra editing steps. Left: Depth of field effect of portrait lens; Right: using Vibrancy to isolate and crop the subject of the photo. Photo: Brendan Hesse After taking a photo, you can tap the camera roll icon to the right of the shutter to see the photos you've
taken, or import them from Adobe Lightroom. tap someone to open the editor, which allows you to add and edit more lens effects and precisely adjust the appearance of the image— but the magic wand tool will make automatic adjustments if you want a shortcut. You can then save the edit and share the picture on social media or transfer the file directly to
Photoshop Express or Lightroom if you want to work on it more. The Adobe software list is long because the Creative Cloud suite covers almost every creative requirement. Whether you're a graphic designer, web designer, photographer, illustrator, marketing expert, or working in TV and movies, it has most of the tools it considers the industry standard. But
most Adobe software requires a subscription. Potential subscribers have the option to sign up for a single app, Photography Plan or the entire Creative Cloud suite (note the Adobe Creative Cloud discount). It's a big decision, so it's vital that you realize exactly what you're buying. Although it is over 50, yes 50, there are 12 main ones that applications should
know completely, absolutely. This post explains what these 12 standout applications are doing, in a round and simple phrase, and why you may need them. See also our best Photoshop tutorials and Illustrator tutorials to help you after you sign up. If you are interested in video editing, you may also want to check our list of the best video editing software. Get
Adobe Creative Cloud now (Image credit: Adobe)Used for: Image editing and manipulation, photo retouching, graphic design, web and application prototyping, 3D modeling | Platforms: Mac, Windows, iPadFeature-richPowerfulComplexAs you want to edit large learning curve Images, Photoshop is the industry standard; So much so that even the word
'Photoshop' has become a verb. But photo tweaking is not all it photoshops: it also has a full-fledged graphic editor. Photoshop, for example, can be used to edit and create raster images, graphics, and text across multiple layers; click and process text and vector graphics; and create and create 3D graphics and videos. This wide range of talent means that
Photoshop is used not only by photographers and photo retouchers, but also by digital artists, graphic designers and art directors, and even increasingly by 3D designers and VFX artists. Note that Photoshop works with raster graphics, unlike Illustrator (below), which works with vector graphics. To understand the difference between them, read our common
file formats guide. Also browse the best alternatives to Photoshop and our review of Photoshop for iPad. (Image credit: Adobe) Used: Illustration, vector graphic design | Platforms: Compared to mac, Windows, iPadFeature-richNow iPadExpensive competitors, Photoshop has wide and ever-expanding capabilities, while Illustrator is focused on a much more
specific tasks. It is actually a drawing program based on vector graphics (raster chart contains less detail and is infinitely scalable). As its name suggests, Illustrator is most commonly used by artists, illustrators and graphic designers to create everything between complex drawings and everything, such as simple graphics, logos, icons and infographics.
Illustrator was also recently released for the iPad. Read our Illustrator CC review here. (Image credit: Adobe) Used: VFX, motion graphics, merge | Platforms: Mac, WindowsLots featuresSinema 4DNot is not sophisticated enough for full movie production After Effects is a popular tool for visual effects, motion graphics and merging. The whole movie Even if
you don't use it to create movies, they can be used by a creative studio to create simple animations that you'll have. Available. a website, a descriptive video, or a credit in turn, for example. The effects are then used in the filmmaking and television post-production process, for tasks such as switching, watching and merging, and creating visual effects such as
explosions and lightning. In addition to seamlessly integrating with other Adobe apps, Maxon's 3D app also plays beautifully with Cinema 4D. See our After Effects trainings. (Image credit: Adobe) Used: Web and application prototyping | Platforms: The Start plan for testing with MacWindows, iOS and android app is available on freeWindows (as different from
Sketch)Sketch is still a vector-based UX tool for prototyping Adobe XD, web and mobile applications launched a few years ago as industry standardAdobe's competitor to Sketch. In other words, you do not create the entire application in XD, but you use it by visualizing the interface and to define how all the different parts work and how they are related. This
make it easier for everything to work correctly before you start final coding. Keep in mind that XD's starter plan is free and you don't need a Creative Cloud subscription to use it. For more information about free and paid versions, see our downloadadobe XD post. (Image credit: Adobe) InDesign is a page layout tool primarily used for printing, but it also has
digital publishing capabilities. The industry-standard tool for the publishing industry is often used by graphic designers and production artists to create posters, flyers, brochures, magazines, newspapers, presentations, books and ebooks. Check out our InDesign trainings to use this app as a pro. (Image credit: Adobe) Used: Image organization and editing |
Platforms: Windows, Mac, iOS, AndroidGreat organization features, not as powerful as PS for image editingLightroom is a family of tools for image organization and image processing. Its power lies primarily in the old and is a good tool for a photo studio or photographer that is needed to process a large number of images. It doesn't have all the image editing
features offered by Photoshop, but it makes it easier to use for standard tasks for a simpler interface. Keep in mind that lightroom's make-up is always non-destructive. This means that both the original image and the changes you applied to it are saved separately, so it's easy to unseed changes if things don't go your way. (Image credit: Adobe) Premiere Pro
is a comprehensive video editing tool, based on a visual timeline, which is widely used in the film and TV industry, as well as by YouTubers and marketing and design studios, tv series and feature films to edit everything from advertising and music videos. Recent new features include intelligent reframing your images (action for different aspect ratios
automatic reframe and the ability to capture graphic elements to guides, each other, or tracked items. Premiere Pro is After Effects is used in addition to other Creative Cloud apps, such as Audition and Photoshop. This is a rather complex tool to learn, and therefore Adobe recently published Premier Rush, a lighter video editing app for beginners and more
comfortable users. (Image credit: Adobe) Used: Graphic creation, web pages and short videos | Platforms: Use Mac, Windows, iOS, AndroidSimple, the perfect tool Adobe Spark is a suite of apps to create graphics, web pages and short videos for social media easily and quickly. It is those marketing and social media professionals as well as amateurs and
beginners who want to create cool content for Facebook, Twitter or Instagram, but aim to not have time to learn more complex software like Photoshop and Illustrator. (Image credit: Adobe/Hsiao-Ron Cheng) Used: Digital art | Platforms: iOS version 12.4 or laterSimple, intuitive interfacePremium subscription expensiveAdobe Fresco is a digital art app that
mimics some of the best elements of other fine arts programs for iPad. It connects the expression and strength of Photoshop brushes with the precision of vector brushes. The Live Brush function allows you to paint with watercolors and oils that bloom, blend, infect and stain just like in real life. Fresco has a great simple and intuitive interface for both
beginners and professionals. See our full Review of Adobe Fresco. (Image credit: Adobe) Used: Video editing | Platforms: Mac, Windows, iOS and AndroidVurgu convenience and speedUpload directly to social media accountsA heavy video editor Adobe Premiere Rush processes an all-in-one, cross-platform video editing software and quickly uploads video
clips, ideal for social media content creators. The app supports video cropping, resizing, rotating and color correction, as well as a range of audio and array editing features. All content is saved in the cloud, ideal for editing on multiple devices, and there is an automatic sync option, which make this even easier. Rush is designed to make content super simple
to upload and upload directly to social media platforms, so it's not heavy – but it doesn't have to have full integration with Premiere Pro. (Image credit: Adobe) Used for: Mocking, compiling and processing 3D images in photo reality | Platforms: Mac, WindowsUniqueEasy useResults is a tool for mocking, merging and rendering photorealistic 3D images based
on imported from elsewhere, including 2D and 3D models, photos and textures adobe stock. It is used by graphic designers, for example, to create product models, brand visualizations, and packaging designs. The biggest advantage is to be able to create scenes like photo afgi without having to edit a photo shoot. learn how to use Adobe Dimension CC.
(Image credit: Adobe)Used for use: Website creation | Platforms: Mac, WindowsNo encoding required Other web web Dreamweaver, which was created in 1997 and is easier to use, is Adobe's tool for people who want to create a website without learning how to write code. It was state-of-the-art at the time, but today there are many alternative tools that offer
similar features, not Adobe's own Muse CC. The main reason for using Dreamweaver in 2019 is that it has used it before, but there is no really compelling reason for those who are not familiar with it. Check out our list of the first best website builders to see if there is definitely a platform that suits you better. Read more: read more:
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